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IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THIS FIRST
ADVICE NOT GIVEN: Joanne Boyce (author) is not qualified to provide medical or nutritional advice.  Any information given/

sourced in this document is not intended as such.

Enrichment  by it’s very definition must be rewarding and add value.  It must also be safe.  Please don’t 
leave your dog unsupervised with any enrichment based toys, equipment,  feeders or activities.

Please ensure your dog is fit to take part in any activities listed.

All information given here is to the best of our knowledge correct at the time of publication.  

The information provided here is suggested only.  While we hope that you find this guide both enriching 
and valuable, we also stress your responsibility to ensure to your own satisfaction that any activities, 
equipment or food used in relation to your dog is healthy and appropriate for them.
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enrichment
/ɛn r tʃm(ə)nt/ˈ ɪ

noun
noun: enrichment; plural noun: enrichments

the action of Enhancing  or improving the Quality or value of something 

So that’s the dictionary definition  

What does that mean for our dogs?

- Enriching canine activities can be many different things.   Some are food 
based, but many are not. 
 
 - Enrichment activities can bring positive contributions to your dogs routines, 
confidence, cognitive function, opportunities for natural expression and LIFE 
in general. 
 

Why is it necessary?
- Sadly, today many of our dogs aren’t given sufficient outlets for mental 
stimulation.  They’re expected to spend many hours doing nothing in 
particular.  While we might meet their physical exercise and other welfare 
requirements we may not be Enhancing their days, nor adding Quality and 
Value to their Lives.  

Through easy, inexpensive & free activities  
          

                   

                       

This Guide will take you through   
 some great ideas & simple set Ups. 
 
But we’ll also look at how to create the 
right activities for your dog and how to 
avoid some common pitfalls….

              Let’s Get Started!



     
     

     
     
     

  

  
 

     

  

Make a
quick List
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Think about your dogs likes  (even the ones you consider negative) such as 
ripping up paper and card, digging up the garden, chasing birds or scenting 

and tracking down the smelliest, most obnoxious things out on walks.

These are often breed related traits, your dog is looking for, and enjoying 
opportunities to express these, providing these opportunities in ways that are 

safe (and acceptable to you) are a great source of  enrichment ideas

Rex Loves...

Who Are You REALLY?

  Your Dogs’ strengths, likes, traits and natural skills – expressed 
through  Enrichment
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Some Enrichment Themes

      PLAY          FOOD
         SCENT

    EXPLORATION
PROBLEM  
 SOLVING

The MOST important element to incorporate into EVERY 
Enrichment activity is Enjoyment

Yes, you can increase difficulty once your dog gets used to an 
activity

But you HAVE to watch out for frustration, that’s an 
Enrichment Killer!

LEARNING
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Food Based Enrichment

Using food is a great entry into the wonderful world of  Enrichment – 
if  you only do one thing,  I would urge you to use enrichment feeding 

for your dogs FOREVER.

Why?   Because using feeding easily replicates dogs innate foraging, 
finding, scenting behaviours, skills they already have for food 

acquisition. 
 If  your dog was left to fend for him/herself, they would use these 

skills.  

They wouldn’t run into the woods to take down a deer – they’d go 
down to McDonald's and tip over the bins or climb into a skip.

 Much of  their day would be travelling to find food.  Problem solving 
and using their senses. 
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    You’ll find more ideas & ‘How To’ Info at the end of  this book

Snuffle Mats & 
Activity Mats

Stuff  able 
Receptacles & 

Treat Balls 

Puzzles

Muffin Tin

Swiss Roll   
    Towel

Sprinkles 

Fortune 
Cookie

Textured Lick 
Mat

Tapas Board
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 Nosing About 

Did you know that dogs possess up to 300 million scent receptors,
while we have an average of  around 6 million - So their noses are

waaayyy more powerful than ours. 
Dogs smell in 3D -

They can detect separate scents via each nostril independently.
This helps them to locate exactly where something smelly is in the

environment 

Have a go at these Simple Scent Based Games – If  your dog and you 
enjoy these, why not learn more about Scent Work?  Resources and 

Links at the end of  the Book

Hunt the Treat - A really simple game to start you can up 
the difficulty as your dog gains skills

Taking a tasty, smelly treat, simply hide a treat and encourage your dog
to find.

Level 1
Allow them to watch the area you're hiding the treat in.  Indoors.  So 
behind a curtain.  Placed behind a piece of  furniture etc.

Give a cue "Find It" for the game to begin

Level 2
Hide the treat in a different room, clearly visible. Then up the skill 
needed again by hiding it in a separate room but obscured.

Level 3
Hiding a treat outdoors.  There are so many competing scents outside 
you may have to help them to begin by leading them to area in which 
it's hidden.

Keep it Fun - 
Only progress when your dog is ready, always avoid frustration 
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Cups - Where's the
treat?

1. Line up three identical
cups (upside down)

2. Allow your dog to watch as you place a treat under one of  the cups

3. Slide the cups around so they change position in the line. Just do a
couple of  place swaps to begin.

4. Encourage your dog to indicate where the treat is (you can let them
knock the cups over to begin)

5. As they become skilled, increase the number of  place swaps - then
encourage a calmer indication, using a paw or nose to show you where

the treat is.

Keep it fun-
Let them pick as many times as they need if  they don't find it immediately.

And/or reduce the number of  place changes. 

Hide & Seek - Tracking you down

You know how to play this right?  If  your dog doesn't have a reliable 
stay you can enrol another member of  the family to hide while you 
hang out with your dog, then go together to seek the hidden person.

If  your dog has a reasonable "stay" you can play solo too.

When you're hidden call your dog or give them their release cue.  
Although they may know the general room/direction you're in you can 
up the skills by standing behind a door, under the duvet etc.

To begin you can also have your smelly treat on you as well.  As your 
Hide & Seek play progresses, you can use treats intermittently.

Keep it fun -
Don't let the hunt go on for too long.  Come out of  hiding if  you feel the 
game has gone from fun to worrisome for your dog.
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Personality Power

                   Remember it’s only enriching if  it’s enjoyable

Dogs have their own likes and strengths, these are often related to 
Breed and type but can also be to do with your dogs’ individual 
personality.

Some of  these may be irritating to you – like digging and chase

But if  you work with these rather than against them, supported with 
appropriate rewards based training, you can can devise activities that 
scratch your dogs individual itch while being acceptable 
and manageable for you too.                                                                                

            Win Win!
Grab your list – and look at some of  the elements below,
How many of  these do you match?  Or have you got 
different ones on your list?

Water Digging

Climbing

Chase

Herding
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                                                     Water Babies

For dogs that are attracted to water, please be cautious.  By all means 
let them paddle and swim a short distance in non tidal/flowing water, but 
don’t throw toys/balls for them  into the water.  It’s very easy for dogs to 
take in water during retrieves and repeated retrieves can lead to 
ingestion and even secondary drowning. This can happen with hoses 
too. Also be aware of  the conditions.  Keep your dog out of  any water 
with algae blooms as this can contain dangerous toxins.  

On warm days, why not fill a shallow pool in the garden (kids paddling
  pool) and let your dog play in this.  Pop some toys in, or bobbing treats.

                                                     Hot Diggidy Dog!

Do you have a digger?  Sick of  upended flower pots and ruined beds?

Digging can be very hard wired in many dogs, it’s a fun and fulfilling 
activity for them it uses both physical and mental exercise.

Why not give them their own digging space?  This can be a designated 
corner of  the garden or you can bring in a rigid plastic play pit.  

Fill it with safe play sand and bury toys and/or treats to get them started.

If  you bring your dog to their special pit and encourage them to dig here 
and digging in this area pays off  with prizes, Oh Wow! This will help save 
your garden
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                                                        Climb Every Mountain

Well actually maybe not, but you may have a dog that enjoys clambering 
on and over things.  Navigating obstacles in this way can be a great 
confidence booster, it adds interest and variety to walks, and it can help 
with your dogs balance, muscle tone and overall fitness.

So why not encourage them on, over, under and through natural obstacles 
in the environment?

In urban settings you can use low walls, steps and curbs.  

Caution:- never encourage/allow your dog to jump onto/down on, hard 
surfaces.  Make sure landings can be on soft surfaces or grass.

If  you have a puppy don’t allow any impact landings at all.  Rather you can 
build a surface courses across the garden using a variety of  different 
    surfaces/materials and very low obstacles puppy to traverse.
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                                                                     Herdy Hooligan?

   Many of  our pet dogs have strong herding instincts.  Without safe outlets
  for this, it can become problematic.   While you may be tempted to use a
  ball and ball slinger to exercise your herdy type, this repetitive form of  
  exercise can be counterproductive both physically and mentally. 

  On a psychological level it can be a highly addictive activity for many 
  dogs, leading to a fixation on the ball, to the point that this becomes their
  only  focus on walks, rather than a stimulating, enriching and varied walk
  they become completely pre-occupied with the ball.

  Physically too, the constant high speed pursuit, turn and return can lead
  to strains and sprains or may just build a super athlete, this again 
  becomes counter-productive as their fitness levels rise and you find you
  have fling further for longer to try to wear them out, all the while you’re
  increasing their capacity and expectation. 

  Games and activities that are better:-  using a large exercise ball in the
  garden for lower impact pursuit and direction.  (again watch for addiction
  and limit time).

  Games like hide and seek are great for your herding dog, play it on the
  walk, bring along a favourite toy drop it when they’re not looking, walk 
  on, then send them back to find it.  Sports such as Treiball and Agility 
      are also  great choices!
     

Check the Resources section at the end of  the book for details on how I 
can give you access to a game devised specifically for your herding dog!
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                                                                       Get It!

 Well, this is just  about every dog right? They all love a chase in some 
form or another whether this is playing with their doggie mates, with you 
or a ball.

But.  When you’re competing with something enticing for your dog to 
chase when you’re trying to call them back it could be a little problematic. 
If  your dog LURRRVES to chase then you can channel this in Positive and 
Enriching ways.  Add a little training in and you’re not only scratching your 
dogs chasing itch but you’re building in some remote control too.

Toys are a great tool for this, using a lure type of  toy such as a fake or real 
rabbit skin on a bungee handle, for a fun reward for coming back on walks 
or even a Flirt Pole, will give your dog a super fun chasing outlet and keep 
them focussed on you too.

A Flirt Pole is a whip like, thin long pole with a strong cord attached and 
onto the cord you fasten a soft grab toy.

  Check the resources section at the end of  the book for toy details.



    
     

        Not sure where to start? 

Follow this handy 3 day guide to kick start your routines

        Day One – 
  Replace the breakfast bowl with either scatter feeding through recycling or a Snuffle 
  Mat.

  Take Treats on the walk, and plant some in a tree trunk for your dog to scent and find 
  (help them by directing them to begin)

  Do a Game of  Hide & Seek in the evening

  Day Two – 
  Replace the breakfast bowl by stuffing breakfast in a KONG or similar

  Take a favourite toy out on the walk, drop it and then send your dog back to find it.

  Do a Game of  Cups in the evening

    Day Three – 
  Replace breakfast in a bowl with lawn scatters

  Take time to do a little Doggie Parkour on your walk today, using logs, curbs, low walls

  Do a tapas board for your dog this evening

 Then look back through this guide and pick a further three activities to add to 
your repertoire, or look through the resources section of  the book for other 
leads
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Putting It All Together

I hope this guide has given you an insight into the wonderful world of  
canine Enrichment, and you have a better idea of  which activities your 

dog may like the most.

Enrichment activities should be easy to incorporate into your daily 
routines.  

I would always recommend food based Enrichment as a starting point as 
well as harnessing the power of  your dogs nose.  



And continue to rotate – these shouldn’t make a massive impact on your day or
time but could make a significant impact in Enhancing, ENRICHING and adding

Value to your dogs’ routines

TOP TIPS TO TAKE AWAY
  

    * Avoid Frustration – some skills take a while to develop, go at your dogs’ pace.

* Remember these activities are designed to ENHANCE and ADD Value, they
should not be used to replace your attention, supervision or your dogs walks,
unless they’re off  walks on medical grounds or you have a reactive dog whose

walks are temporarily suspended as part of  their treatment.

 
                                                      

Further reading – Beyond the Bowl by Diane Kasperowicz & Jodie White

Snuffle Mat
Using dry food or treats.  Place food in amongst the fronds of the mat.  For beginners: 

           place the treats so they’re barely hidden on the surface of the mat.  As your dogs skills
           develop you can push the food further into the mat.  The above method applies to any 

snuffle/activity mat.  There will be variation though in shape and where you can put the
food.    We recommend:- Glazebrook Snuffle Mats - FB Shop

Stuff-ables
One of the most popular brand is KONG, these are widely available through many online

           outlets and at physical Pet Shops.  But there are many other brands and shapes
           available.  Always choose one which big enough for your dog, check guidelines in 

product info,  if in doubt GO BIGGER.

You can use your dogs regular food, a few treats or a combination.  Don’t pack the food
            in too tight.  It takes a while to build skills.  

You can find a guide to filling here:- How to Stuff a KONG or other 

Textured Lick Mat
The best known brand for these are Likki Mat, they’re available online.  Alternatively you
could buy patterned textured silicone pot holders.  Spread safe, low fat foods such as 
plain Greek style yoghurt or your dogs wet food onto the mat.  For a special treat, use
low fat cream cheese or peanut butter (ensure you buy a safe peanut butter with no 
added sugar or artificial sweetener).
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Resources and How To info

 Food Based Enrichment 

https://www.facebook.com/glazebrooksnufflemats/
https://www.kongcompany.com/learn/stuff-a-kong


Spinner
These are available from various outlets online.  Search ‘Bottle spinner dog toy’ both 
bought and make it yourself options will come up.  Simply drop a few treats or dry food 
into the bottle.  The idea is for your dog to use their paws or nose to spin the bottle to 
release the food.  Help them out!  Show them how it works and watch for frustration.

Roll a towel
Take a towel, open it up and place some dry food or treats along the bottom (short 
end).  Roll so the food is hidden (not too tight), now place a few more pieces onto of 
the roll.  Roll again so this row is hidden, add more food and so on until you are left with 
a straight ‘lip’ of unfolded towel.  Now place the towel on the floor for your dog.  Help 
them to discover the first row of food.  Position them onto the lip and show them how 
to roll  the next fold to reveal the food.  Help them out to begin.

Recycling
Simply collect e.g. cartons cereal boxes, delivery boxes, packaging paper and scatter dry
food or treats throughout.  Place some food inside the empty containers and other 
pieces more freely available scattered around.

Tapas
Take safe food items, choose six from the list below and place them in little piles on your
tapas board or tray, for your dog to try.  Do this lovely enriching exercise once every 7 – 
10 days.  Note what food they go for first and what they leave till last.   
Low fat cream cheese Natural unsweetened yoghurt Chicken
Ham Beef Banana
Apple (remove seeds) Carrot Blueberries
Melon (remove rind, remove seeds if using water melon) Steamed broccoli
Steamed cauliflower Sardine Strawberry
Cheddar Cheese Peanut butter Cooked butternut squash
Cooked sweet potato Cucumber Steamed green beans

Puzzles
There are oodles  of puzzle toys/feeders out there to buy.  They can be great if your dog 
enjoys them.  But expensive if they don’t.  So get an idea of the sort of activities your 
dog enjoys first, and if you think they’re the type that enjoys manipulating objects to 
access their treats, without frustration then puzzles may be great.  
But don’t spend a fortune on puzzles if they’re not going to be of value for your dog. 
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Garden Sprinkles
Your lawn is a giant Snuffle Mat, just take your dogs dry food/treats out onto the grass 
and scatter.  Let them see what you’re doing and encourage them to go find it.

Fortune Cookies
Save up your loo/kitchen roll inners.  Fold one open end in on itself.  Drop a few treats in
and fold the other end in to form a parcel.  Let your dog watch you prep these.  Either 
place or hide for your dog to go find.  Watch out for over enthusiasm and consumption 
or the cardboard.  How your dog reacts to this exercise will depend on their personality. 
Some will carefully pick the cookie open with delicate nibbles and pulling others may 
be tempted to just eat the whole thing!  So caution is advised, watch carefully and 
remove if necessary.

Muffin Tray
One or the easiest exercises to try!  Just replace your dogs bowl with a muffin tin, the 
different texture and size will give them a little brain workout.  And can slow down fast 
eaters too as the food is slightly more difficult to extract.

Bottle Treat Ball
There’s 100s of different treat balls to buy for dogs (perhaps you’ve got some), they 
release treats or food at random/variable intervals as your dog rolls the ball along.  You 
can make your own by.  Take an empty, clean plastic bottle, cut a couple of holes in the 
side.  Ensure holes are big enough to release the food pieces you plan to use  but not so 
big that they’ll allow too fast a flow of food.  Pop a handful or food in and replace the 
lid.  Help your dog out by rolling it for them to begin.

              Se

Further resources
The scent based exercises in this guide are entry level.  All dogs have fabulous scenting 
skills and you can turn your dog into a super sniffer with a little knowledge and guidance.

If you’d like to go further with your dogs scent based training and enrichment try this 
book Scent Training for Every Dog by Rob Hewings.  Available from Amazon and 
www.performancedog.co.uk
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 Scent Based Enrichment



Water Babies & Hot Diggidy Dogs
The simplest way to set up both water and digging activities is to buy a strong rigid 
containers such as kids paddling pool, and sandpit.

Chase
Fleece/fur tuggers, choose ones that are on a longish bungee or handle.  We 
recommend Tuff e Nuff

Flirt pole’s for dogs are widely available, however we find horse lunge whips to be more 
flexible, long lasting and economical try Decathalon .  Onto the lunge whip cord you’ll 
need to attach an enticing toy, go for a cheap fluffy animal or fleece tug with or without 
squeaker.  For tuition on using a flirt pole and to make your own if you’d like go, check 
out this guide from the Blue Cross Flirt Pole 

Herdy Hooligans
For exclusive access to a herding game designed especially for your herdy hooligan 
contact me at behaviour@cannydog.co.uk, or call 01367 212123

Herding balls – you can use human exercise balls for this activity or search Treibballs 
online.  Or check out the training videos here Treibball

You can also buy fun agility starter packs for garden set ups.  Ensure your dog is
warmed up and is fit enough to take part.  Only set up agility on soft surfaces, grass no
concrete or gravel.  Lure your dog through the obstacles using tasty food to begin.  
Don’t force them through, on or over any equipment.  REMEMBER it’s only enriching if
it’s fun.

Run/walk them through all the activities.  

Keep all jumps very low to begin for adult dogs, for puppies, you need to leave them 
           low at a stepping over rather than jumping level.

Only progress them as they become comfortable with the activities.

Keep tunnels short to begin.

Check out  Agility Net although Clubs 
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Activity Based Enrichment 

https://www.agilitynet.co.uk/
http://www.dogactivityspot.co.uk/treibball/4574069585
https://www.bluecross.org.uk/pet-advice/how-to-make-a-flirt-pole-for-dogs
https://www.bluecross.org.uk/pet-advice/how-to-make-a-flirt-pole-for-dogs
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/schooling-lunging-whip-black-id_1322888.html
https://tug-e-nuff.co.uk/

